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Deposition, characterization and modeling of nanocrystalline MWCVD
diamond/β-SiC films
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Nanocrystalline diamond/β-SiC films were deposited on WC-6Co cemented carbide

cutting tools using MW-CVD. Film microstructure and phase composition were

examined by SEM, Raman, FTIR and GDOES spectroscopy. Micro and

Nanoindenation assessed mechanical and tribological properties and film adhesion.

Results indicate that film properties demonstrate a great dependence on the β-SiC

content. Also, the diamond phase plays a load-bearing role while β-SiC acts as a

binder phase providing a greater structural flexibility. Tribological tests up to 200°C

indicate that the composite wear is less than that of diamond films by one order of

magnitude. XRD shows that composites with β-SiC content as low as 15% have three

times less compressive residual stresses than diamond. The findings were correlated

with critical loads for crack formation and failure and discussed in relation to film

composition and microstructure.

A series of cutting tests using tools coated with optimised film composition were

conducted whereby cutting and feeding forces were measured during the stock removal

process of aluminium. Results show that material carry-over is less with composite

coated tools than with diamond coated or uncoated ones.

Based on the experimental findings, numerical FEM simulations were used to develop

a model for determining the critical forces to surface failure as a function of film

composition and microstructure. A criterion was established for optimum film

characteristics to improve performance under specific leading conditions. Accordingly, it

is possible to correlate the cutting forces and the chip flow during stock removal

processes with critical loads under various testing conditions. The model can, therefore,

be used to evaluate the film performance and predict tool service life in real

environments.
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